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ABSTRACT

Aims. To understand the formation and evolution of the different stellar populations within our Galaxy it is essential to combine
detailed kinematical and chemical information for large samples of stars. The aim of this work is to explore the chemical abundances
of neutron capture elements which are a product of different nucleosynthesis processes taking place in diverse objects in the Galaxy,
such as massive stars, asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars and supernovae (SNe) explosions.
Methods. We derive chemical abundances of Cu, Zn, Sr, Y, Zr, Ba, Ce, Nd, and Eu for a large sample of more than 1000 FGK dwarf
stars with high-resolution (R ∼ 115 000) and high-quality spectra from the HARPS-GTO program. The abundances are derived by a
standard local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) analysis using measured equivalent widths (EWs) injected to the code MOOG and
a grid of Kurucz ATLAS9 atmospheres.
Results. We find that thick disc stars are chemically disjunct for Zn and Eu and also show on average higher Zr but lower Ba and Y
than the thin disc stars. We also discovered that the previously identified high-α metal-rich population is also enhanced in Cu, Zn, Nd,
and Eu with respect to the thin disc but presents lower Ba and Y abundances on average, following the trend of thick disc stars towards
higher metallities and further supporting the different chemical composition of this population. By making a qualitative comparison
of O (pure α), Mg, Eu (pure r-process), and s-process elements we can distinguish between the contribution of the more massive stars
(SNe II for α and r-process elements) and the lower mass stars (AGBs) whose contribution to the enrichment of the Galaxy is delayed,
due to their longer lifetimes. The ratio of heavy-s to light-s elements of thin disc stars presents the expected behaviour (increasing
towards lower metallicities) and can be explained by a major contribution of low-mass AGB stars for s-process production at disc
metallicities. However, the opposite trend found for thick disc stars suggests that intermediate-mass AGB stars play an important role
in the enrichment of the gas from where these stars formed. Previous works in the literature also point to a possible primary production
of light-s elements at low metallicities to explain this trend. Finally, we also find an enhancement of light-s elements in the thin disc
at super-solar metallicities which could be caused by the contribution of metal-rich AGB stars.
Conclusions. This work proves the utility of homogeneous and high-quality data of modest sample sizes. We find some interesting
trends that might help to differentiate thin and thick disc population (such as [Zn/Fe] and [Eu/Fe] ratios) and that can also provide
useful constraints for Galactic chemical evolution models of the different populations in the Galaxy.
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1. Introduction

In recent years several large spectroscopic surveys have started,
such as the Gaia ESO Survey (Gilmore et al. 2012), SEGUE
(Yanny et al. 2009), APOGEE (Wilson et al. 2010), RAVE
(Steinmetz 2003), and GALAH (Heijmans et al. 2012), helping
to improve our vision and understanding of the Galaxy and of

? Based on observations collected at the La Silla Observatory, ESO
(Chile), with the HARPS spectrograph at the 3.6 m ESO telescope (ESO
runs ID 72.C—0488, 082.C—0212, and 085.C—0063).
?? Full Tables 1 and 3 are only available at the CDS via anonymous
ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/606/A94

the Galactic chemical evolution (GCE). In an interesting work,
Lindegren & Feltzing (2013) show that when the precision is
low even very large samples do not allow different stellar pop-
ulations to be separated. However, very interesting results can
be obtained with smaller samples of high-resolution and high
S/N spectra. This is the case of the high-quality HARPS GTO
sample which allowed us to discover a new population of high-
α metal-rich stars (hereafter hαmr) never seen before and with
different properties than thin disc stars of similar iron metallic-
ity ([Fe/H]) (Adibekyan et al. 2011). The objective of this work
is to derive chemical abundances of heavy elements (Z ≥ 29) as
a continuation of the work started by Adibekyan et al. (2012)
for lighter elements using the same sample. Moreover, our
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volume-limited sample contains a significant number of metal-
rich stars ([Fe/H]> 0.2 dex) which permits the study of the GCE
at high metallicities not very often explored in the literature.

The nucleosynthesis of elements heavier than Fe cannot be
produced by stellar fusion since it would require energy. In-
stead, they are created by neutron capture processes. There are
two main kinds of neutron capture processes. First, the s-process
(slow), in which the density of neutrons is low and the timescale
between consecutives captures is relatively long. If a recently
created nuclei is unstable it will suffer a β decay transforming
neutrons into protons, hence producing heavier elements along
the so-called s-process path. Second, the r-process (rapid) where
the captures take place on very short timescales (shorter than
the timescale for β decay) and the density of neutrons is high.
Finally, a marginal contribution of heavy elements is provided
by the p-process (Burbidge et al. 1957). They are also called p-
nuclei since they are relatively proton-rich nuclei built by (p, γ)
and/or (γ, n) reactions. Among the elements studied in this work
we have Sr, Zr, and Y, which belong to the first peak of the s-
process path (also called light-s), and Ba, Ce, and Nd, which
belong to the second peak (called heavy-s). Europium is an r-
process element and Cu and Zn can be considered special s-
process elements since their production sites are different to
heavier s-process elements (see next paragraph). Further infor-
mation can be obtained in the reviews by e.g. Busso et al. (1999),
Sneden et al. (2008), Käppeler et al. (2011).

The bulk composition of s-process elements is accounted
for by the main-s component, which produces elements
with 90. A. 2041 in the He-intershell of asymptotic giant
branch (AGB) stars (1.3 M� .M . 8 M�) (Arlandini et al. 1999;
Busso et al. 1999). The ejection of AGB envelopes, leaving the
CO core as a white dwarf, produces the enrichment of the inter-
stellar medium (ISM) with the elements previously processed.
On the other hand, elements with 60. A. 90 are thought to
be produced by the weak-s component during He-core and C-
shell burning in massive stars with M & 8 M�. Part of the ma-
terial processed inside these massive stars is not altered by
the explosive nucleosynthesis of SNe II and is ejected to en-
rich the ISM (e.g. Kappeler et al. 1989; Prantzos et al. 1990;
Raiteri et al. 1993). A third component, the strong-s, provides
the stable isotopes at the termination point of the s-path, 208Pb
and 209Bi (e.g. Bisterzo et al. 2016). Finally, the production sites
for r-process elements are still debated, but they are presum-
ably associated with explosive conditions in supernovae, due to
the extreme neutron density needed (e.g. Cowan & Thielemann
2004; Sneden et al. 2008, and refererences therein).

As we have seen, the s-process produces the bulk compo-
sition of most of the elements analysed in this work. However,
the r-process contribution is non-negligible in several cases. For
example, s-process contribution at the time of the solar system
formation for the elements of the first peak is 85% for Sr, 92%
for Y, and 83% for Zr. However, the heavy-s have a smaller con-
tribution from the s-process: 81% for Ba, 77% for Ce, and 56%
for Nd. Finally, Eu is considered a pure-r-process element since
its s-process contribution is only 7% (Arlandini et al. 1999). A
recent study by Bisterzo et al. (2016) gives updated percentages
of s-process contribution for Sr (67%), Y (70%), Zr (64%), Ba
(83%), and Ce (81%).

By studying different populations of stars at different metal-
licities we can understand which processes played a major role
in the production of such elements at a given moment of the
evolution of the Galaxy, providing constraints for the current

1 A is the atomic mass number.

models of GCE. This is the main objective of this paper, which
is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the collected
data together with the determination of stellar parameters. In
Sect. 3 we detail the derivation of abundances and the error treat-
ment. In Sect. 4 we discuss the behaviour of different abundance
ratios for the population of thin disc, thick disc, and hαmr stars.
Finally, we present our conclusions in Sect. 5.

2. Observations and stellar parameters

The baseline sample used in this work is formed by 1111 FGK
stars observed within the context of the HARPS GTO pro-
grams. It is a combination of three HARPS subsamples hereafter
called HARPS-1 (Mayor et al. 2003), HARPS-2 (Lo Curto et al.
2010), and HARPS-4 (Santos et al. 2011). The individual spec-
tra of each star were reduced using the HARPS pipeline and
then combined with IRAF2 after correcting for its radial veloc-
ity shift. The final spectra have a resolution of R ∼ 115 000
and high signal-to-noise ratios (55% of the spectra have a S/N
higher than 200). The total sample is composed of 136 stars with
planets and 975 stars without detected planets. Chemical abun-
dances of these samples for refractory elements with A < 29
can be found in Adibekyan et al. (2012) together with oxygen
(Bertran de Lis et al. 2015), carbon (Suárez-Andrés et al. 2017),
lithium (Delgado Mena et al. 2014, 2015), and nitrogen abun-
dances (Suárez-Andrés et al. 2016, only for a small fraction of
stars).

The stellar parameters, namely the effective temperature
(Teff), surface gravity (log g), metallicity ([Fe/H]), and microtur-
bulence (ξt), were taken from Sousa et al. (2008, 2011a,b). All
atmospheric parameters were determined in a homogeneous way
based on the measurements of the equivalent widths (EW) of
Fe i and Fe ii lines, and on iron excitation and ionization equilib-
rium. The effective temperatures of cool stars derived with the
linelist of Sousa et al. (2008) were overestimated compared to
the infrared flux method. Therefore, in Tsantaki et al. (2013) we
compile a reduced linelist specially selected to eliminate lines
that suffer from blending effects which are strongly present for
the cooler stars and have a significant effect mainly on the de-
termination of temperature. We used this linelist in the complete
sample to re-derive the parameters of stars cooler than 5200 K
since only the stars in the subsample HARPS–1 were corrected
in Tsantaki et al. (2013). In Fig. 1 we present the comparison be-
tween the previous parameters and the parameters of this work
for the 297 stars with Teff < 5200 K. The new Teff are cor-
rected to lower values, with an average difference of –95± 56 K,
whereas log g is not affected sigificantly (the mean difference is
–0.09± 0.09 dex) and even less for [Fe/H] (the average differ-
ence is 0.005± 0.03 dex). The remaining stars (above 5200 K)
kept their initial parameters. For some of these cool stars the
derivation of parameters with the new linelist did not converge
and thus the final sample is composed of 1059 stars. The esti-
mation of errors in parameters is done in the same way as in
(Tsantaki et al. 2013).

Additionally, we calculated the trigonometric log g (see
Eq. (1) from Santos et al. 2004) using the new Hipparcos
parallaxes (van Leeuwen 2007), V magnitudes from Sim-
bad, bolometric corrections based on Flower (1996) and

2 IRAF is distributed by National Optical Astronomy Observatories,
operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy,
Inc., under contract with the National Science Foundation, USA.
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Fig. 1. Comparison between the temperature derived with the cool line
list of this work with the previous parameters (upper panel). Same for
log g (middle panel) and [Fe/H] (bottom panel).

Torres (2010), solar magnitudes from (Bessell et al. 1998), stel-
lar masses, and spectroscopic Teff . Stellar masses are derived
from the PARAM v1.3 tool3 using the PARSEC theoretical
isochrones from (Bressan et al. 2012) and a Bayesian estimation
method (da Silva et al. 2006). The stellar masses are obtained us-
ing the observational information (V mag teff, [Fe/H], and par-
allax) to compute the probability density functions of the main
stellar properties (mass, luminosity, and age). The Bayesian in-
ference is applied taking into account priors for the initial mass
function Chabrier (2001) and a constant star formation rate
(SFR). No correction for interstellar reddening is needed since
all stars are at a short distance from us.

3 http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cgi-bin/param

The correlation of log gspec – log gHIP with Teff has already
been reported in some studies, but no clear explanation has
been proposed for why the ionization balance is not properly
handled (e.g. Tsantaki et al. 2013; Bensby et al. 2014). Interest-
ingly, the differences between log gspec and log g derived from
other more model-independent methods, such as the transit fit
of planet hosts and asteroseismic analysis, show a similar cor-
relation with Teff (Mortier et al. 2014). Moreover, it has been
shown that log g derived from the ionization balance does not
follow isochrones in the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram, op-
posite to what happens to trigonometric log g (see lower panel of
Fig. 2). Therefore, we decided to derive a correction of our spec-
troscopic log g to have more realistic values. The comparison
between the trigonometric gravities and the spectroscopic values
is presented in the upper panel of Fig. 2. We calculated the cor-
rection to the spectroscopic values using linear fits in three dif-
ferent Teff ranges corresponding to different spectral types and
only for stars with parallax errors smaller than 5% (67% of our
sample). A cut in the parallax error is necessary because biases in
our distance estimations are introduced by simply inverting the
parallax (e.g. Astraatmadja & Bailer-Jones 2016). The average
differences between the spectrocopic log g and the trigonometric
log g are –0.22± 0.13, 0.02± 0.12, and 0.21± 0.13 dex for the
cool solar temperature and hot stars, respectively.

The corrections are presented in Eqs. (1)–(3) and are sug-
gested in order to correct the log g values derived from this
method. With the new parallax releases of the Gaia mission, we
will obtain very precise trigonometric gravities for millions of
stars that will help us improve our spectroscopic gravities from
calibrations such as those presented in this work. In the HR dia-
gram of Fig. 2 we can see how the new log g corrected values fol-
low the isochrones better. Thus, for the derivation of abundances
explained in next section we used the following corrected log g:

log gcor = log gspec − 3.364 × 10−4 Teff + 1.843
(for Teff < 5200 K) (1)

log gcor = log gspec − 2.521 × 10−4 Teff + 1.416
(for 5200 K ≤ Teff ≤ 6100 K) (2)

log gcor = log gspec − 4.217 × 10−4Teff + 2.455
(for Teff > 6100 K). (3)

The errors for the corrected log g are the same as for the spectro-
scopic values; the difference is less than 0.01 dex. The complete
table with the updated parameters is available at the CDS; a sam-
ple of our results is shown in Table 1.

3. Derivation of chemical abundances

The chemical abundances for most of the elements were derived
under a standard LTE analysis with the 2014 version of the code
MOOG (Sneden 1973) using the abfind driver. For the lines af-
fected by hyperfine splitting (HFS) we used the blends driver. A
grid of Kurucz ATLAS9 atmospheres (Kurucz 1993) were used
as input along with the equivalent widths (EWs) and the atomic
parameters, wavelength (λ), excitation energy of the lower en-
ergy level (χ), and oscillator strength (log gf ) of each line. The
EWs of the different lines were measured automatically with ver-
sion 2 of the ARES program4 (Sousa et al. 2015, 2007). The in-
put parameters for ARES were adjusted for the different atomic
lines used in this study. We measured the EWs of ten stars with

4 The ARES code can be downloaded at http://www.astro.up.pt/
~sousasag/ares/
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Table 1. Sample table of the derived stellar parameters for each star including the spectroscopic, trigonometric and corrected log g.

Star Teff log gspec log gHIP [Fe/H] ξt log gcor

(K) (cm s−2) (cm s−2) (km s−1) (cm s−2)
HD 144411 4839 ± 72.0 4.45 ± 0.14 4.60 ± 0.08 –0.32 ± 0.02 0.23 ± 0.38 4.67
HIP 33392 4843 ± 70.4 4.39 ± 0.17 4.56 ± 0.08 –0.05 ± 0.04 0.49 ± 0.19 4.60
HD 154577 4847 ± 35.0 4.48 ± 0.07 4.58 ± 0.02 –0.73 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.19 4.69
HIP 32812 4849 ± 72.4 4.27 ± 0.18 4.55 ± 0.09 –0.01 ± 0.06 0.20 ± 0.56 4.48
HD 2025 4851 ± 49.0 4.49 ± 0.13 4.58 ± 0.03 –0.37 ± 0.02 0.51 ± 0.18 4.70
... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Notes. The full table is available at the CDS.
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Fig. 2. Upper panel: comparison between the log g from spectroscopy
and that derived from Hipparcos parallaxes as a function of Teff .
The different lines represent linear fits in three different Teff bins. The
stars with error in parallax higher than 5% (not considered for the fit)
are represented by grey triangles. Lower panel: HR diagram with our
spectroscopic log g, our corrected log g values, and the log g using the
Hipparcos parallaxes.

different Teff and [Fe/H] manually, with the task splot in IRAF,
and compared them with the obtained values by ARES using
different input parameters until we found the best approach for
each line. We also measured the EWs in a solar reflected light
spectrum of the Vesta asteroid (obtained by combining several
high S/N spectra observed with HARPS) in order to derive our
reference abundances. The atomic data, EWs, and derived abun-
dances for the Sun are shown in Table 2. If not specified in fol-
lowing subsections, the atomic parameters of the lines and the
Van der Waals damping constants, log (γ6/NH), were retrieved
from the VALD3 database5 (Ryabchikova et al. 2015). When no

5 http://vald.astro.univie.ac.at/~vald3/php/vald.php

damping constants were available in VALD3, the Unsöld ap-
proximation with an enhancement factor was considered. This
enhancement, E, was calculated as recommended by the Black-
well group (E = 1 + 0.67 χl, damping option 2 within MOOG).
We did not attempt to calibrate the log g f values with standard
solar abundances; therefore, we derived the [X/Fe] ratios line
by line with respect to the solar abundances shown in Table 2
to later combine them as explained in next subsections. All the
abundances are provided in the electronic tables; a portion of our
results is shown in Table 3.

3.1. Error determination

In order to determine the uncertainties on the abundances we
have to consider the errors on the EW measurements, the er-
rors on the atomic parameters of the lines, and the errors due to
the uncertainties in the atmospheric parameters. We consider the
line-to-line scatter as an approximation of the error on the mea-
surement of EW (uncertainties in continuum position, blends,
etc.) and the errors on atomic parameters. On the other hand, the
abundance uncertainties due to the errors on stellar parameters
were estimated by calculating the abundance differences when
one of each of the stellar parameters was modified by its individ-
ual error. The average abundance sensitivity for each element is
shown in Table 4 for the same three groups of stars depending on
Teff as was done in Adibekyan et al. (2012): “low Teff” stars with
Teff < 5277 K; “solar” stars with Teff = T� ± 500 K; and “high
Teff” stars with Teff > 6277 K. The average errors on Teff are
64, 24, and 46 K for cool, Sun-like, and hot star groups, respec-
tively. The average errors in log g are 0.17, 0.03, and 0.05 dex; in
ξt are 0.33, 0.04, and 0.08 km s−1; and in [Fe/H] are 0.04, 0.02,
0.03 dex for the three groups, respectively. We can see that for
solar Teff and hotter stars the dominant error is due to the line-
to-line scatter. However, for cool stars the errors on the stellar
parameters are larger and thus they translate into significant er-
rors on abundances, especially those related with the log g and
ξt uncertainties. The neutral species are more sensitive to er-
rors in Teff , while ionized species suffer a higher variation due to
changes in log g. Finally, the errors on microturbulence mainly
affect the abundances of species with strong lines such as Sr,
Y, and Ba, which are more important for cool stars. The final
abundance errors are given by the quadratic sum of all these in-
dividual errors.

3.2. Cu abundances

Copper abundances are based on four neutral lines for which
we consider HFS. The atomic parameters and isotopic ratios for
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Fig. 3. [Cu/Fe] and [Zn/Fe] for each line as a function of Teff together
with the final adopted abundances for each star (blue filled circles).

those lines were taken from the Kurucz database6. The lines at
5105 Å and 5782 Å are the most affected by HFS. The former
becomes very strong at low temperatures, probably due to an un-
known blend, thus the abundances are also very high, as can be
seen in Fig. 3. In the Sun we also obtain the highest Cu abun-
dance with this line (see Table 2). Therefore, we decided to dis-
card this line for stars cooler than 5200 K based on visual in-
spection of the abundances. The line at 5218 Å gets blended for
cool stars and we had to measure it manually in several stars be-
cause ARES was not able to deblend it in a correct way. Further-
more, we also inspected visually the measurement of Cu lines in
our most metal-poor stars and in some cases we had to measure
with IRAF some weak lines that ARES could not fit. We dis-
card the line at 5220 Å for metal-poor stars because it becomes
very weak (EW < 5 mA). To obtain the final abundances we
calculated the weighted mean (WM) whereby we consider the
distance from the median abundance as a weight. As described
in Adibekyan et al. (2015) this method is a good approach that
can be used without removing suspected outlier lines.

3.3. Zn abundances

Zinc abundances are determined with three neutral lines (see
Fig. 3). The line at 6362 Å is located in a depressed continuum
region due to a Ca i auto-ionization line (e.g. Barbuy et al. 2015,
and references therein) and for some stars ARES cannot measure

6 http://kurucz.harvard.edu/linelists/gfhyperall/

Table 2. Atomic parameters for the lines used in this work together
with EWs and absolute abundances in the Sun from our Vesta combined
spectrum.

Element λ (Å) χl (eV) log gf EW(mÅ) log (A)

Cu i∗ 5105.55 1.39 –1.516 93.0 4.245
Cu i∗ 5218.21 3.82 0.476 53.5 4.088
Cu i∗ 5220.09 3.82 –0.448 16.2 4.088
Cu i∗ 5782.12 1.64 –1.720 79.9 4.093

Zn i 4722.16 4.03 –0.338 67.1 4.553
Zn i 4810.54 4.08 –0.137 74.0 4.530
Zn i 6362.35 5.80 0.150 20.4 4.506

Sr i 4607.34 0.00 0.283 47.2 2.780

Y ii 4374.94 0.41 0.160 86.2 2.318
Y ii 4398.01 0.13 –1.000 46.5 2.097
Y iia 4854.87 0.99 –0.380 48.8 2.326
Y ii 4900.12 1.03 –0.090 55.7 2.258
Y ii 5087.43 1.08 –0.170 48.5 2.178
Y ii 5200.42 0.99 –0.570 37.5 2.189
Y ii 5402.78 1.84 –0.630 11.7 2.273

Zr i 4805.87 0.69 –0.420 1.7 2.596
Zr i 4815.63 0.60 –0.030 3.0 2.378
Zr i 6127.44 0.15 –1.060 2.7 2.818
Zr i 6134.55 0.00 –1.280 2.8 2.899
Zr i 6143.20 0.07 –1.100 3.0 2.820

Zr ii 4050.32 0.71 –1.060 23.3 2.604
Zr ii 4208.98 0.71 –0.510 43.7 2.622
Zr ii 4379.74 1.53 –0.356 28.7 2.809
Zr ii 5112.28 1.67 –0.850 9.3 2.697

Ba ii∗ 5853.69 0.60 –1.010 64.0 2.298
Ba ii∗ 6141.73 0.70 –0.070 112.7 2.256
Ba ii∗ 6496.91 0.60 –0.377 97.4 2.210

Ce ii 4523.08 0.52 0.040 15.3 1.630
Ce ii 4628.16 0.52 0.230 20.4 1.609
Ce ii 4773.96 0.92 0.250 10.8 1.603
Ce ii 5274.23 1.04 0.130 8.7 1.696

Nd ii∗ 4811.34 0.06 –1.140 10.3 1.928
Nd ii∗ 4989.95 0.63 –0.500 7.9 1.700
Nd ii∗ 5092.80 0.38 –0.610 8.0 1.566
Nd ii∗ 5130.59 1.30 0.450 14.6 1.739

Eu ii∗ 6645.13 1.38 –0.200 5.8 0.670

Notes. (∗) Lines for which HFS is considered. (a) Discarded line.

it correctly, thus we remeasure this line when the abundance is
very different to the other lines. Moreover, for cool stars this line
becomes weaker and blended with a nearby feature, thus giving
higher than average abundances. Therefore, we decided to dis-
card this line for stars cooler than 5000 K so the final abundance
for these stars is the average of the abundance given by the other
two lines. For hotter stars we derived the WM as final abundance.
In order to check that the line at 6362 Å is not affecting our final
results we compared our final abundances with the abundance
obtained using only the first two lines and the results are very
similar except for a few of the most metal-rich stars where the
abundances can increase up to ∼0.1 dex. Since this difference
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Table 3. Sample table of the derived abundances of the elements, error, and number of measured lines for each star.

Star S/N Classif. [Cu/Fe] σCu nCu [Zn/Fe] σZn nZn [Sr/Fe] σSr nSr ...
HD 181720 695 thick –0.039 0.056 4 0.131 0.023 3 –0.071 0.023 1 ...
HD 131218 61 thin –0.131 0.028 4 –0.101 0.020 3 0.054 0.146 1 ...
HD 111031 987 thin 0.101 0.059 4 0.009 0.059 3 –0.044 0.027 1 ...
HD 183658 370 thin 0.005 0.017 4 –0.003 0.034 3 –0.030 0.029 1 ...
HD 107148 110 thin 0.102 0.029 4 –0.007 0.027 3 –0.014 0.092 1 ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Notes. The full table is available at the CDS.

affects a very small percentage of our sample we continued to
use it for Teff > 5000 K.

3.4. Sr abundances

To derive Sr abundances we only used one strong neutral line
at 4607 Å. Thus, we cannot estimate the error due to the uncer-
tainty in the continuum placement using the line-to-line scatter.
For this case we calculated the errors on EWs following Cayrel
(1988) by using the FWHM of the lines provided by ARES. The
calculated uncertainty takes into account the statistical photo-
metric error due to the noise in each pixel and the error related
to the continuum placement, which is the dominant contribution
to the error (Cayrel 1988; Bertran de Lis et al. 2015). These er-
rors are then propagated to derive the abundance uncertainties
for each line. We show the [Sr/Fe] ratios as a function of Teff in
Fig. 8.

3.5. Y abundances

We analysed the Y abundances for seven Y ii lines. We found
that the line at 4854 Å shows a strong trend of growing abun-
dances for lower Teff and decreasing abundances for hotter stars,
thus we discarded that line. The final abundances are derived as
the WM of the six remaining lines. In Fig. 5 we show the dis-
carded line together with only three out of the six final lines for
clarity.

3.6. Zr abundances

Zirconium abundances are based on four Zr ii lines. The lines at
4208 Å and 5112 Å become very blended for stars cooler than
5300 K and ARES cannot separate them; therefore, we used only
these lines for hotter stars (see Fig. 4). The line at 4379 Å also
seems to give overestimated abundances for cooler stars. There-
fore, for stars cooler than 5300 K we only considered the line
at 4050 Å because it does not show a strong trend with Teff as
happens for the other three lines. For hotter stars the final abun-
dances are calculated using the WM of the four lines. In order to
improve our abundances for cool stars we searched for reliable
Zr i lines since they are stronger for these stars. However, these
lines have EWs smaller than 10 m Å for stars above ∼5500 K,
thus Zr i abundances for hotter stars must be considered with
caution. Indeed, those lines are below 3 m Å for the Sun and even
with our high-quality solar spectra the errors are non-negligible.
On the other hand, for cool stars the agreement between the ab-
solute abundances among the Zr i lines is much better than the
line-by-line differential values with respect to the Sun because
the solar absolute abundances of Zr i show a great scatter (see

Fig. 4. [ZrII/Fe] and [ZrI/Fe] for each line as a function of Teff together
with the final abundance adopted for each star (blue filled circles).

Table 2). For cool stars, the absolute abundances of Zr i lines are
similar to the abundances of Zr ii–4050 Å. Therefore, to calcu-
late [Zr i/Fe] we derived the WM of the absolute abundances and
then subtracted the solar value for Zr ii–4050 Å, i.e. 2.60 dex.

3.7. Ba abundances

Barium abundances are derived by measuring three strong Ba ii
lines for which we consider HFS splitting. The atomic pa-
rameters and isotopic ratios for those lines were taken from
Prochaska et al. (2000). The three lines do not show a strong
trend with Teff (see Fig. 5) thus the final abundances are
derived as their WM. Previous works have warned about
the possible NLTE effects on Ba abundances of hot stars
(e.g. Bensby et al. 2014). In Fig. 6 we show that although Ba
abundances for stars with Teff > 6100 K are higher on aver-
age around solar metallicity, they are well mixed among the
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Table 4. Average abundance sensitivities of the studied elements to changes of each parameter by their individual σ.

Cu i Zn i Sr i Y ii Zr i Zr ii Ba ii Ce ii Nd ii Eu ii

Line-to-line scatter/continuum error
Low Teff ±0.04 ±0.04 ±0.04 ±0.08 ±0.07 ±0.07 ±0.04 ±0.06 ±0.06 ±0.10
Solar ±0.04 ±0.03 ±0.05 ±0.04 – ±0.04 ±0.02 ±0.05 ±0.04 ±0.09
High Teff ±0.07 ±0.03 ±0.06 ±0.06 – ±0.07 ±0.03 ±0.05 ±0.06 ±0.12

∆Teff = ± σTeff

Low Teff ±0.01 ∓0.02 ±0.10 ±0.01 ±0.10 ±0.01 ±0.02 ±0.02 ±0.02 ∓0.00
Solar ±0.02 ±0.00 ±0.03 ±0.00 – ±0.00 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.00
High Teff ±0.03 ±0.02 ±0.04 ±0.02 – ±0.01 ±0.02 ±0.02 ±0.02 ±0.01

∆[Fe/H] = ± σ[Fe/H]

Low Teff ±0.01 ±0.02 ±0.01 ±0.02 ±0.00 ±0.02 ±0.02 ±0.02 ±0.01 ±0.01
Solar ±0.00 ±0.00 ±0.00 ±0.01 – ±0.00 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.00
High Teff ±0.00 ±0.00 ±0.00 ±0.01 – ±0.00 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.00

∆log g = ± σlog g

Low Teff ±0.03 ±0.01 ∓0.08 ±0.04 ±0.00 ±0.07 ±0.01 ±0.07 ±0.04 ±0.07
Solar ±0.00 ±0.00 ±0.00 ±0.01 – ±0.01 ±0.00 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.01
High Teff ±0.00 ±0.00 ±0.00 ±0.02 – ±0.02 ±0.01 ±0.02 ±0.02 ±0.02

∆ξt = ± σξt

Low Teff ∓0.03 ∓0.04 ∓0.08 ∓0.08 ∓0.04 ∓0.04 ∓0.07 ∓0.03 ∓0.01 ∓0.00
Solar ∓0.01 ∓0.01 ∓0.01 ∓0.01 – ∓0.01 ∓0.02 ∓0.00 ∓0.00 ∓0.00
High Teff ∓0.00 ∓0.02 ∓0.00 ∓0.02 – ∓0.01 ∓0.03 ∓0.00 ∓0.00 ∓0.00

Total error
Low Teff ±0.07 ±0.07 ±0.16 ±0.12 ±0.14 ±0.12 ±0.08 ±0.11 ±0.08 ±0.12
Solar ±0.05 ±0.04 ±0.06 ±0.05 – ±0.04 ±0.03 ±0.09 ±0.05 ±0.09
High Teff ±0.08 ±0.04 ±0.08 ±0.07 – ±0.07 ±0.06 ±0.06 ±0.07 ±0.12

complete sample. Therefore, we decided not to remove any of
these hot stars from our sample of Ba abundances.

3.8. Ce abundances

Cerium abundances are based on four ionized lines. The atomic
parameters for these lines were initially taken from VALD3
database; however, the log g f values provided there produced a
high dispersion in abundances among the lines, thus we decided
to take the calibrated log g f values from Reddy et al. (2003). The
lines at 4523 Å and 4773 Å become very blended for stars cooler
than 5300 K; therefore, we used only these lines for hotter stars
(see Fig. 7).

3.9. Nd abundances

Neodymium abundances are calculated by using 4 Nd ii lines.
We considered HFS for all the lines and the atomic parame-
ters were taken from the Gaia-ESO Survey linelist (Heiter et al.
2015). All the lines become very blended for Teff < 5000 K, and
only in spectra with S/N> 500 can we use the line at 4811 Å.
The lines at 4989 Å and 5130 Å are only used at temperatures
higher than 5500 K and 5600 K, respectively since below these
Teff values, the abundances show a strong upward trend with de-
creasing Teff (see Fig. 7). Finally, the line at 5092 Å is only used
for Teff > 5000 K.

3.10. Eu abundances
Europium abundances are based on the weak ionized line at
6645.13 Å. This line is blended with another line at 6645.35 Å,

thus the automatic measurement was not possible for many of the
stars. We selected only the stars with S/N> 200, and measured by
hand the lines which ARES could not deblend. We considered
HFS for this line and the atomic parameters were taken from the
Gaia-ESO Survey linelist (Heiter et al. 2015). The error due to
continuum placement was calculated in the same way as for Sr.

3.11. Revised abundances for refractory elements and hαmr
stars

In the following sections we evaluate the behaviour of the pre-
viously described elements for the different populations in the
Galaxy: thin disc, thick disc, and the hαmr stars. We note
that stars with [Fe/H]> –0.2 dex and showing enhancement in
α-element abundances were first classified as members of a
hαmr population in Adibekyan et al. (2011, 2013). In this work
we are presenting updated values of log g and Teff for many stars
of our sample, and so we have to re-derive the abundances of
refractory elements, especially those of MgI, SiI, TiI, and TiII
in order to have a coherent definition of hαmr stars. Moreover,
we have improved our linelist using the Van der Waals damping
constants, and the final abundance for each element is obtained
from the WM of all the available individual abundances. In Fig. 9
we can see the new α abundances in our sample and which stars
now have a different classification. Most of these stars (24 out of
43) have Teff < 5200 K and their abundance change can be ex-
plained by the change of Teff since log g variations hardly affect
neutral species. Nevertheless, the difference in alpha abundances
between the old and updated values is lower than 0.05 dex.
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Fig. 5. Upper panel: [Y/Fe] for three of the lines we use, together with
the discarded line (blue triangles) and the final combined abundance
from the six chosen lines. Lower panel: [Ba/Fe] for each line as a func-
tion of Teff together with the final adopted values for each star (blue
filled circles).

Fig. 6. Final [Ba/Fe] as a function of [Fe/H] for the full sample. Stars
hotter than 6100 K are shown with red squares.

In summary, there are 10 stars that first belonged to the
thin disc population and now are considered as hαmr. Six of
these stars have Teff< 5200 K and the difference in [α/Fe]
is 0.004± 0.005 dex (in the sense new-old) for the 10 stars.
On the other hand, 25 stars first considered as hαmr now
belong to the thin disc. Eleven of these stars are cool and

Fig. 7. [Ce/Fe] and [Nd/Fe] for each line as a function of Teff together
with the final adopted values for each star (blue filled circles).

the difference in [α/Fe] is –0.047± 0.021 dex for the 25 stars.
Finally, 50 stars remain classified as hαmr and in total we
have 60 stars belonging to this population. For thin disc stars
at [Fe/H]≥ –0.2 dex, 〈[α/Fe]〉= 0.014± 0.028 dex; instead, for
hαmr stars, 〈[α/Fe]〉= 0.095± 0.029 dex. Despite the new classi-
fication of some of our stars the separation between the two pop-
ulations still exists and the difference in [α/Fe] is above the errors
(the average error of [α/Fe] are 0.037, 0.017, and 0.031 dex for
the groups of cool, solar, and hot stars as defined in Sect. 3.1).
The updated abundances for these elements are also provided in
Table 3.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. [X/Fe] ratios for different stellar populations

In Fig. 10 we show the [X/Fe] ratios of all our elements for stars
hotter than 5300 K. We decided to study this subsample of hot-
ter stars since at lower Teff the abundances present higher un-
certainties. We also discarded stars with spectra of S/N< 100 to
ensure more precise measurements. For this subsample we have
539 thin disc stars, 80 thick disc stars, 28 hαmr stars, and 6 halo
stars. We used a chemical criterion based on the [α/Fe] ratio to
separate the stellar populations, as was done in Adibekyan et al.
(2011, 2012); instead, we used kinematics to select the halo
stars. The corresponding [X/Fe] ratios for the full sample are
shown in Fig. A.1 together with GCE models from Romano et al.
(2010) and Bisterzo et al. (2017), which are discussed in the next
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Fig. 8. [Sr/Fe] and [Eu/Fe] as a function of Teff .

paragraphs. We can see in this plot that the scatter of abundances
is quite high, especially among the thick disc stars. However,
this scatter is, in general, higher than the 2σ errors suggesting
that the spread is real (for the coolest stars the typical 1σ errors
are around 0.10 dex, see Table 4). The abundances of Eu show
very high errors, probably overestimated for most of the stars,
due to the strong effect of the continuum placement uncertainty
on the small EWs of the Eu line used here. We note that the
star HD 11397 shows very high abundances ([X/Fe]& 0.7) for
the s-process elements Sr, Y, Zr, Ba, Ce, and Nd. However, it is
not enhanced in the r-process element Eu. This star was already
discussed in Pompéia & Allen (2008) who reported that it has
an abundance profile similar to the mild Ba stars. We also find
three thick disc stars with –0.61< [Fe/H]< –0.32 (HD 126803,
CD-436810 and HD 28701) that show enhanced abundances of
Sr, Y, and Zr when compared to other thick disc stars of similar
metallicity. Two of them also show enhancement of Ba, Ce, and
Nd, although the level of enhancement is not high enough for
them to be considered s-enriched stars.

In Figs. 3–8 we can see that the most evident trends of abun-
dances with Teff take place in cool stars. However, at high tem-
peratures some elements also show slight trends with Teff . This
is the case of [Cu/Fe], which barely presents positive values
at Teff & 6000 K, or [Zn/Fe], which also displays a decreasing
trend for the hotter stars. On the other hand, [Sr/Fe] tends to
increase at higher Teff . Therefore, to avoid the systematic ef-
fects associated with the errors on stellar parameters we de-
cided to study the differences in abundances among the different

Fig. 9. Updated abundances of α elements (mean abundance of Si, Mg,
and Ti) with the new stellar parameters presented in this work. Thin
disc stars (red circles) and thick disc stars (blue stars) are chemically
separated by their α content (thick line). The hαmr stars are the prolon-
gation of thick disc stars at [Fe/H]> –0.2 dex. The stars with a different
classification with respect to Adibekyan et al. (2011) are shown as black
squares.

populations by using only stars with T� ± 300 K, as was done
in Adibekyan et al. (2012). This subsample is composed of 328
thin disc stars, 49 thick disc stars, 16 hαmr stars and 4 halo stars
(see Fig. 11). We also plot the average abundance in each 0.1 dex
metallicity bin for the different components. The population of
hαmr stars (shown with red squares) is well mixed with the thin
disc for most of the elements; however, it shows a clear aver-
age enhancement for Cu and Zn following the behaviour of the
thick disc stars. Moreover, they have Y and Ba abundances that
are lower on average than those of thin disc stars. Finally, it is
not surprising that they also show higher Eu on average which is
mainly produced in SNe II as alpha elements.

First elements beyond the iron-peak (Cu, Zn): Copper and
zinc are transition elements between the Fe-peak and the neu-
tron capture elements. Copper was initially thought to be mainly
produced by the weak s-process (Sneden et al. 1991), but this
view has been debated over the years; it has been suggested
that SNe Ia would also contribute to the production of Cu and
Zn (e.g. Matteucci et al. 1993; Mishenina et al. 2002). How-
ever, Romano & Matteucci (2007) ruled out the contribution
from SNe Ia and showed that explosive nucleosynthesis in core-
collapse SNe is only important at very low metallicities, hence
Cu is mostly produced by the weak s-process. Moreover, other
works claim that only 5% of Cu is provided by the main-s com-
ponent and the remaining can be explained by SNe II yields
from different masses and metallicities, i.e. the weak-s compo-
nent (Travaglio et al. 2004b; Bisterzo et al. 2005). The weak s-
process occurs in massive stars during core He and shell C burn-
ing, where neutrons are provided by the 22Ne(α, n)25Mg reac-
tion, and partly produces neutron capture isotopes lighter than
A ∼ 90 (e.g. Pignatari et al. 2010, and references therein). The
weak s-process is considered to be of secondary nature, since the
neutron source, 22Ne, originates from pre-existing CNO nuclei,
and thus depends on the initial metallicity of the star.

In Fig. 11 we can see that [Cu/Fe] diminishes monotoni-
cally for lower metallicities in the thick disc population and
the few halo stars of our sample (as already seen in halo
stars by Sneden et al. 1991). This is in agreement with a Cu
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Fig. 10. Final [X/Fe] ratios as a function of [Fe/H] for stars with Teff > 5300 K and S/N > 100. The different stellar populations are depicted with
different colours and symbols as explained in the legend. The green bigger triangle is the s-enriched star HD 11397. For Cu and Zn we overplot
the GCE models 1, 4, and 5 (green, blue, and black lines, respectively) from Romano et al. (2010). For the rest of the elements we show the GCE
models from Bisterzo et al. (2017) for the thin disc (black lines) and the thick disc (red dashed lines).

production mostly by weak s-process and a primary contribu-
tion by explosive nucleosyntheis in SNe II at low metallicities
(Romano & Matteucci 2007). The maximum Cu for thick disc
stars is reached at [Fe/H]∼ –0.4 dex in agreement with the com-
pilation made by Pignatari et al. (2010) to then steadily de-
crease towards lower [Fe/H] and keep more or less constant

at –0.4< [Fe/H]. –0.2. Thick disc stars have, on average,
higher Cu abundances than thin disc stars in the metallicity
region –0.5. [Fe/H]. –0.2 as suggested in Reddy et al. (2006),
Israelian et al. (2014), Yan et al. (2015), Mikolaitis et al. (2017).
Although thick disc stars still present higher mean abundances
on average, for lower metallicities the differences are very small
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Fig. 11. Final [X/Fe] ratios as a function of [Fe/H] for stars with Teff� ± 300 K. The different stellar populations are depicted with different colours
and symbols as explained in the legend. The mean abundances in each metallicity bin of 0.1 dex are shown together with the standard deviation.

and within the errors. On the contrary, thin disc stars present a
very slight increase in abundances for –0.8< [Fe/H]. 0.1, but
at super-solar metallicities there is a steep rise with respect to
iron, which was first reported by Allende Prieto et al. (2004) and
further confirmed here with a larger sample. Also, this increase
in Cu abundances is found in the large sample of the AMBRE
project (Mikolaitis et al. 2017). The hαmr population presents
the same behaviour as thin disc stars, but interestingly the abun-
dances form an upper envelope to the thin disc, making a con-
tinuation of the thick disc, and the mean values in each metal-
licity bin are totally disjunct. To test whether the differences in
[Cu/Fe] ratios are significant among the different populations we
have performed several Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tests whose
results are shown in Table 5. In the case of Cu, the K-S test fails
to reject the hypothesis that thick disc stars and thin disc stars at
[Fe/H]< –0.2 belong to the same population. On the contrary, the
K-S test rejects the hypothesis that Cu abundances of hαmr stars
and thin disc stars (at [Fe/H]≥ –0.2) are drawn from the same
parent population with p-values lower than 10−10 both for the

full sample or the subsample of stars with T� ± 300 K. In order to
consider the errors of the abundance ratios, we have created 1000
samples of randomly selected abundances assuming a Gaussian
distribution for each [Cu/Fe] value,where the central value is
given by the abundance ratio and sigma is equal to the error on
the abundance. This test shows that for all the randomly gener-
ated samples the p-value of each K-S test is always lower than
2.5 × 10−5. We note that the separation among thin disc stars
and hαmr stars was based on [α/Fe] ratios by Adibekyan et al.
(2011), who also showed that the hαmr stars are older on aver-
age than thin disk stars and have intermediate orbits between the
thin and the thick disk stars. Therefore, the tests that we have
performed here serve to show that the hαmr stars also have dif-
ferent abundances of other elements apart from α elements, but
they do not serve as a probe to distinguish them from thin disc
stars.

In Fig. 10 we show the GCE models using different yields
computed by Romano et al. (2010). The model that better
matches our abundances is Model 1 (green line), which considers
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Table 5. Results from the K-S tests for the different [X/Fe] abundance ratios.

Full sample T� ± 300 K

Thin-Thick Thin-hαmr Thin-Thick Thin-hαmr
[Fe/H]< –0.2 [Fe/H]≥ –0.2 [Fe/H]< –0.2 [Fe/H]≥ –0.2

[X/Fe] p-value D p-value D p-value D p-value D

Cu 2.3e-3 0.21 1.3e-22 0.67 2.5e-2 0.24 3.7e-11 0.75
Zn 3.6e-37 0.74 5.1e-15 0.54 1.8e-23 0.83 5.0e-16 0.91
Sr 4.4e-1 0.10 1.6e-2 0.21 5.4e-4 0.33 3.4e-4 0.45
Y 7.4e-2 0.15 8.3e-8 0.39 3.4e-3 0.29 5.8e-7 0.58
ZrII 6.8e-10 0.38 4.8e-2 0.18 1.8e-8 0.49 1.5e-2 0.33
Ba 7.1e-22 0.57 5.5e-8 0.39 6.4e-8 0.48 2.1e-4 0.46
Ce 8.3e-6 0.29 4.8e-3 0.23 1.2e-3 0.31 5.5e-3 0.37
Nd 1.3e-3 0.25 2.2e-8 0.44 1.5e-2 0.26 1.0e-8 0.66
Eu 3.6e-8 0.67 6.0e-6 0.41 1.3e-6 0.76 1.2e-6 0.71

the case B yields for normal SNe II from Woosley & Weaver
(1995). Models 4 and 5, which consider hypernovae (HNe)
yields from Kobayashi & Nomoto (2009) with different HNe
fractions, overestimate the abundances of the thick disc and un-
derestimate the abundances on the thin disc, respectively7. More-
over, these models are not able to reproduce the increase in Cu at
high metallicities. However, Models 4 and 5 seem to reproduce
the Cu trends better at very low metallicities, as shown in Fig. 16
of Romano et al. (2010). Nevertheless, these authors warn about
the lack of AGB yields in a full range of masses and metallicities
to test their effects at low [Fe/H].

The production of Zn is more complex. Half of solar Zn
is present in the isotope 64Zn which is produced by α free-
zout in neutrino winds during supernova explosions of mas-
sive stars, while all the other Zn isotopes are produced by
the weak s-process (e.g. Bisterzo et al. 2005, and refererences
therein). The [Zn/Fe] ratios resemble somewhat the behaviour
of alpha elements (with a flattening of abundances around so-
lar metallicity caused by the well-known iron contribution from
SNe Ia and clearly separated thin and thick disc); however,
the growth of abundances towards lower [Fe/H] is very slight
and does not reach such high values as the alpha elements do
in our [Fe/H] range (e.g. [α/Fe]> 0.3 dex at metallicity around
–1 dex in Adibekyan et al. 2012, and Fig. 9). Moreover, thin
disc stars present nearly flat Zn abundances, while alpha el-
ements increase for lower metallicities. A maximum value of
∼0.2 dex is observed for stars with –1.0< [Fe/H]< –0.5 and
then slightly decrease for lower metallicities, as reported by
Saito et al. (2009). The work by Mikolaitis et al. (2017) also
shows this slight decrease, though it starts at lower [Fe/H].
Although thick disc stars present a plateau, the maximum
Zn in the thick disc is observed around metallicity –0.5 dex,
as reported for Cu, but drops at higher metallicities, in con-
trast with Cu. González Hernández et al. (2010), Bensby et al.
(2014), Mikolaitis et al. (2017) and Duffau et al. (2017) have
also found a somewhat decreasing trend with metallicity. At very
low metallicities Zn abundances continue to increase, reaching
values of [Zn/Fe]∼ 0.5 dex (e.g. Saito et al. 2009; Romano et al.
2010). This overall trend can be explained by chemical-evolution
models where Zn is produced by SNe II, HNe, and SNe Ia with

7 The position of the models in Fig. 10 is different from the
Romano et al. (2010) plots because our solar mean abundances are dif-
ferent from those in Grevesse & Sauval (1998), which are the values
used in the models of Romano et al. (2010).

various metallicities (Kobayashi & Nomoto 2009; Saito et al.
2009), although models cannot closely match the behaviour at
low metallicities.

In Fig. 11 we can also see a very well separated thick disc in
all [Fe/H] bins, as was first noted by Bensby et al. (2003) with
a smaller sample and later confirmed by Mikolaitis et al. (2017).
Interestingly, the hαmr stars also present high Zn abundances
when compared to thin disc stars, in agreement with the α-kind
behaviour of Zn abundances. The K-S tests for the full sample
and the solar stars reject the hypothesis that [Zn/Fe] ratios for the
thin disc and hαmr stars are drawn from the same population (see
Table 5). A similar result is obtained for the comparison between
thick disc and thin disc stars with even lower p-values. Also, the
random generated samples always give p-values lower than 10−5

and 10−14 for the comparison between thin-hαmr and thin-thick,
respectively. For a more visual comparison, we present the dis-
tribution of some abundance ratios for the stars with T� ± 300 K
in Fig. 12. Finally, in Fig. 10 we also show the same models from
Romano et al. (2010) as for Cu. Models 4 and 5 (those includ-
ing HNe yields) reproduce better our abundances and the general
lowering trend from the thick disc to the thin disc. However, in
their Fig. 16, Romano et al. (2010) show that these models do
not work well at low metallicities, pointing to the necessity of
increasing the Zn yields from metal-poor core-collapse SNe.

Light s-process elements (Sr, Y, Zr): light s-process ele-
ments (corresponding to the first peak) are mainly produced
by AGB stars through the main s-process, where the required
free neutrons are supplied mainly by the reaction 13C(α, n)16O
and to a lesser extent by the reaction 22Ne(α, n)25Mg. How-
ever, some studies point to a non-negligible contribution of
the weak s-process to the production of these elements (30%
as shown in Pignatari et al. 2010). It is important to note
that there is a lack of s-process yield calculations of AGB
stars of different masses at different metallicities. Together with
some uncertainties such as the convection treatment, stellar
rotation, mass loss, or the size of the 13C pocket; it makes
the development of GCE models a difficult task (Karakas
2016). In Fig. 11 we can see that these three elements be-
have in a different way even though they belong to the same
group. Zirconium shows a clear increasing trend for lower
metallicities including halo stars, as also observed in previous
works (e.g. González Hernández et al. 2010; Mishenina et al.
2013; Battistini & Bensby 2016; Zhao et al. 2016), while Y
and Sr present a flatter trend and most of the thick disc stars
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Fig. 12. Normalized distributions of several [X/Fe] ratios for stars with T� ± 300 K. The yellow histograms represent the thin disc stars at
[Fe/H]≥ –0.2 dex when compared to hαmr stars (red dashed histogram) or at [Fe/H]< –0.2 dex when compared to thick disc stars (blue histogram).

have subsolar abundances, similar to Bensby et al. (2014) and
Zhao et al. (2016), respectively. Thick disc stars tend to increase
their Y and Sr abundances from ∼–0.1 dex at [Fe/H] = –0.2 to
∼0.1 dex at [Fe/H] = –1, but the increase is very slight when
compared to Zr. Thin disc stars present a slight rise for Sr and
Y towards a maximum at [Fe/H]∼ 0.0 dex and then decrease at
super-solar metallicities, while for Zr ii they present a flat trend
until solar metallicity and then also decrease at [Fe/H]≥ 0 dex.
The group of hαmr stars also present subsolar abundances along
[Fe/H], as thick disc stars do, very clear for Y abundances. The
K-S test for [Y/Fe] ratios provide p-values lower than 10−6 for
the comparison of thin disc stars and hαmr stars (see Table 5).
The K-S tests for the random generated samples considering
Gaussian distributions always give p-values lower than 0.05,
demonstrating that Y abundances for both populations proba-
bly do not come from the same parent population. For the case
of [Sr/Fe] we obtain p-values lower than 0.05 in 98.7% of the
tests, although we note that this percentage decreases signifi-
cantly when considering the full sample. In contrast, Zr abun-
dances for hαmr stars are well mixed with those of thin disc
stars, although they present a rather flat trend in contrast to the
lowering trend of thin disc stars. Finally, the abundances of Zr
for thick disc stars are clearly higher than for thin disc stars, and
for all the 1000 randomly generated samples we can discard the
hypothesis that both groups are drawn from the same popula-
tion. The behaviour of Zr i abundances can be evaluated from
the full sample of cool stars in Fig. A.1. Although the dispersion
is higher we can still see the increasing trend of abundances as
[Fe/H] decreases, similar to the behaviour of Zr ii. This could
imply that at lower metallicities a non-negligible contribution
from massive stars to Zr took place (see further discussion in the
next section).

In Fig. 10 we also plot the GCE models for Y and Zr com-
puted by Bisterzo et al. (2017) and for Sr (Bisterzo et al., priv.
comm.). These models were built considering the contributions
of r-process, s-process, and Lighter Element Primary Process
(LEPP; see Sect. 4.3)8. The r-process contribution is only im-
portant for stars with lower metallicities as shown here. For the
s-process contribution these authors considered AGB yields with
a standard 13C pocket choice. In general, these models reproduce

8 The position of the models in Fig. 10 is different from those in the
Bisterzo et al. (2017) plots because our solar mean abundances are dif-
ferent from those in Lodders et al. (2009), which are the values used in
the models of Bisterzo et al. (2017).

well our observations for thin disc stars although our maximum
abundances (around solar metallicity) are delayed with respect
to the models (observed at [Fe/H]∼ –0.25 dex). This delay is
probably caused by the uncertainties on SNe Ia yields (which
affect Fe abundances) and by different assumptions on the SFR
of the models (which determine the delay of AGB stars contribu-
tion to the elements discussed here) as pointed by Bisterzo et al.
(2017). On the other hand, thick disc models do not match our
observations, especially for Zr where the model is basically flat,
but our [Zr/Fe] ratios clearly increase towards lower metallici-
ties. Bisterzo et al. (2017) also explore the effect of different 13C
pocket choices for Y abundances, but the differences are not very
great with respect to the standard case in our metallicity range.

Heavy s-process elements (Ba, Ce, Nd): these elements
correspond to the second peak of s-process production, also
known as heavy s-process elements. The main component of
the s-process, namely the production by AGB stars, domi-
nates the synthesis of these elements. In Fig. 11 we can see
a clear fall of Ba abundances for thin disc stars from a max-
imum [Ba/Fe]∼ 0.25 dex at solar metallicity to [Ba/Fe]< –0.2
at super-solar metallicities, similar to the values reported by
Israelian et al. (2014), Bensby et al. (2014). This decrease in
abundances at high metallicities is also observed for Nd but
not for Ce. The decrease in Ba abundances at super-solar
metallicities seems to be at odds with the overabundances
found in young metal-rich clusters by D’Orazi et al. (2009)
(see also Fig. 4 in Maiorca et al. 2012), although not all our
metal-rich stars are young9. The elements Ba and Ce are
mainly s-process in solar material (>80%) and they show a
very slight reduction in abundances from the maximum to-
wards lower metallicities for the thin disc population. The
work by Mishenina et al. (2013) reports a similar behaviour
for Ce abundances, while other authors show a more flattened
trend (e.g. Reddy et al. 2006; Battistini & Bensby 2016) and
Allende Prieto et al. (2004) present a strong increasing trend as
[Fe/H] decreases. On the other hand, Nd, which is produced in
a similar proportion by r- and s-processes, presents a slight in-
creasing trend as [Fe/H] drops for thin disc stars, also reported by
Allende Prieto et al. (2004), González Hernández et al. (2013),
Mishenina et al. (2013), Battistini & Bensby (2016), which re-
flects the important contribution of massive stars to this element.
The thick disc stars present mostly subsolar abundances of Ba

9 In a forthcoming work we will discuss the abundance trends with
age.
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and Ce, whereas Nd is super-solar and also increases towards
lower metallicities. Interestingly, the hαmr stars show clear sub-
solar abundances for Ba as a continuation of the thick disc,
resembling the behaviour of Y. However, for Nd, they present
higher abundances on average when compared to the thin disc.
We have also performed K-S tests which show that the abun-
dances of thick and thin disc stars are probably drawn from
different parent populations (see Table 12) for the case of Ba
(all K-S tests for the random samples give p-values lower than
0.01) and for Ce (99.8% of the tests provide p-values lower than
0.05). When comparing the hαmr stars with the thin disc stars
at [Fe/H]> –0.2 we found that 99.8% of the K-S tests applied to
the random generated samples have a p-value lower than 0.05.

In Fig. 10 we overplot GCE models of Ba by Bisterzo et al.
(2017) and Ce and Nd (Bisterzo et al., priv. comm.). These mod-
els have the same ingredients as for light-s elements. Models for
the Ba and Ce abundances match the observations of the thin
disc quite well, but here we observe the same delay in the max-
imum abundances as happens for Sr, Y, and Zr. Our maximum
abundances occur at solar metallicity, but in the models Ba and
Ce peak at [Fe/H]∼ –0.35 dex. On the other hand, Nd is better
reproduced although the models keep flat at [Fe/H]< –0.3 dex
even though the abundances slightly increase towards lower
metallicities10. As happens for light-s elements, any of the mod-
els for the thick disc seem to reproduce our observations. How-
ever, we have to consider the lack of stars at [Fe/H]< –0.8 dex
in our sample. By filling these regions with more stars we might
have different trends for the thick disc than are observed here.

The r-process element Eu: Europium is the only element in
our work with a dominant contribution by the r-process. Its steep
increase in abundance towards low metallicities resembles the
behaviour of α-elements. Therefore, due to the unknown mech-
anisms of Eu production, GCE models have considered that it
is synthesized by a primary process in massive stars explod-
ing as SNe II (e.g. Travaglio et al. 1999; Bisterzo et al. 2017).
This trend has been extensively studied in the literature with
qualitative good agreement among different authors. We find a
maximum [Eu/Fe] value of ∼ 0.5 dex at [Fe/H]∼ –0.8 dex, which
then monotonically decreases towards higher metallicities and
becomes flat at [Fe/H]> 0 dex. All the K-S tests reject the hy-
pothesis that Eu abundances in thick disc stars and thin disc stars
are drawn from the same population (p-values always lower than
0.02). In Fig. 12 we can appreciate how well separated the two
populations are. Also, 97.2% of the tests provide p-values lower
than 0.05 when comparing the populations of thin disc stars and
hαmr stars since this last group presents higher Eu abundances,
as can be expected due to the α-like behaviour of Eu. The GCE
models by Bisterzo et al. (2017) shown in Fig. 10 match our ob-
servations very well, although they seem to underestimate the
abundances of the thick disc stars11.

4.2. Relative contribution of r- and s-process elements
along the chemical history of the Galaxy

Since the s- and r-processes are associated with stars of different
masses and metallicities that eject their material to the ISM at

10 We have shifted the models of Nd by +0.15 dex in Fig. 10 since
our solar abundance is much higher than the solar reference of
Bisterzo et al. (2017) and the models would be too low when compared
with our data.
11 We have shifted the models of Eu by +0.1 dex in Fig. 10 since our so-
lar abundance is much higher than the solar reference of Bisterzo et al.
(2017) and the models would be too low when compared with our data.

Fig. 13. Abundance ratios between the r-process element Eu and the
heavy-s elements as a function of [Fe/H] for stars with Teff > 5300 K
and S/N> 100. Symbols as in Fig. 10.

different moments of the evolution of the Galaxy, their contri-
bution to heavy element production varies with time. Therefore,
one way to disentangle the contribution of each process is to
check the behaviour of abundance ratios of elements of differ-
ent types. For example, the [Ba/Eu] ratio has been extensively
used to determine whether the s- or r-process dominated the nu-
cleosynthesis at a given moment of the evolution of the Galaxy.
Early studies on very metal-poor stars reported the enrichment of
Eu when compared to other n-capture elements (Spite & Spite
1978) pointing to the importance of the r-process for very old
stars. At very low metallicities the r-process is expected to dom-
inate the production of heavy elements since massive stars were
the first to explode as core-collapse SNe and enrich the ISM with
their material before the AGB stars contributed to the main s-
process. In Fig. 13 we can see how the ratios of Eu versus other
heavy-s elements increase towards lower metallicities. Since the
contribution from r-process to Ba and Ce is lower (<20%) than
to Nd (∼45%) the ratios of [Eu/Ba] and [Eu/Ce] reach values up
to ∼0.5 dex, while the maximum of [Eu/Nd] is ∼0.35 dex. The
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Fig. 14. Abundance ratios between the α element O and the n-capture el-
ements Eu, Ba, and Y as a function of [Fe/H] for stars with Teff > 5300 K
and S/N> 100. Symbols as in Fig. 10.

minimum of these ratios is observed around solar metallicity to
then grow again towards super-solar metallicities for Ba and Nd,
due to the continuous decrease of these heavy-s elements as the
metallicity increases.

Also, by studying different ratios we can get information
about the masses of the progenitors enriching the ISM at the
formation time of our stars. The work by Travaglio et al. (1999)
showed that the best progenitors for reproducing the r-process
contribution to the enrichment of the Galaxy are SNe II from
stars with masses 8–10 M�. On the other hand, more massive
SNe II of M > 15 M� enriched the ISM with oxygen at ear-
lier times since those massive stars evolve faster. As a conse-
quence we can observe that the ratios of r-process elements
with respect to oxygen are negative for low metallicities. In
Fig. 14 we show the ratios between Eu-Y-Ba and O using the
abundances of the oxygen line at 6158 Å derived for the same
sample by Bertran de Lis et al. (2015). Since we do not have
very metal-poor stars we cannot observe the behaviour of Y
and Ba at very low metallicities, where they are thought to be
mainly produced by the r- and not the s-process. We can see

Fig. 15. Abundance ratios between the α element Mg and the n-
capture elements Eu, Ba, and Y as a function of [Fe/H] for stars with
Teff > 5300 K and S/N > 100. Symbols as in Fig. 10.

how [Eu/O] has a less steep decline towards lower metallicities
when compared to Ba and Y. This occurs because Eu is a pure
r-process, whereas Y and Ba at [Fe/H]∼ –1 dex are mainly pro-
duced by AGB stars, which evolve more slowly than the pro-
genitors of Eu and present an even longer delay with respect
to the more massive progenitors of oxygen. At this point it is
also interesting to compare our heavy elements with Mg, an-
other α element, using the rederived abundances in this work.
In Fig. 15 we can see the same decreasing trends towards lower
metallicities for Y and Ba but less steep than when comparing
oxygen, while [Eu/Mg] is mostly flat. This might be explained
by increasing O/Mg yields for higher mass SNe progenitors (e.g.
Woosley & Weaver 1995; McWilliam et al. 2008, and references
therein). Thus, the production of oxygen would start earlier in
the Galaxy producing higher [O/Mg] at lower [Fe/H]. Moreover,
the [Eu/Mg] is mostly flat suggesting that these two elements re-
ceive an important contribution from SNe progenitors of similar
masses but less massive than oxygen progenitors, as explained
above. However, the study of McWilliam et al. (2008) discarded
the possibility of increasing O/Mg yields for higher mass SNe
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Fig. 16. [Cu/Fe] as a function of [Ba/Fe] for stars with Teff > 5300 K and
S/N > 100. Symbols as in Fig. 10.

progenitors since it would imply a metallicity-dependent ini-
tial mass function (IMF), that is, an increase in the fraction of
low-mass SNe at higher [Fe/H]. Instead, they proposed that a
metallicity-dependent modulation of the SNe O/Mg ratio can
perfectly explain the behaviour of this ratio in the disc and in
the bulge. In Fig. 15 it is also interesting to see the well-defined
separation of thick disc and hαmr stars with respect to the thin
disc group for [Y/Mg] and [Ba/Mg].

In Fig. 16 we show the correlation of [Cu/Fe] with [Ba/Fe]
abundances, which is quite obvious for thin disc stars but does
not seem to hold for the other populations. This correlation
was first found by Castro et al. (1999) using a small sample of
metal-rich stars in the Ursa Major moving group. They pointed
to a possible anticorrelation between Cu and s-process ele-
ments perhaps caused by Cu acting as seed for n-capture ele-
ments. However, we do not find such a tight correlation with
any of the other heavy-s or light-s elements. Later, the work by
Allen & Porto de Mello (2011) did not find a Cu-Ba correlation
in a sample of barium and normal stars, while Zn showed in-
creasing trends with Ba, Sr, Y, Nd, and tighter increasing trends
with Eu, and other r-elements (Gd and Dy); the authors conclude
that the r-process is contributing to Zn production with a higher
proportion than to Cu for those stars. In contrast to those trends
with s-elements in Allen & Porto de Mello (2011), our thin disc
stars present lower Zn abundances as Ba and especially Sr in-
crease, but in a less tight way than Cu. On the other hand, we
also find slightly higher abundances of Zn as Eu increases, while
Cu presents a flattened trend suggesting that Zn receives a ma-
jor contribution from SNe II. This is in agreement with current
nucelosynthesis models where Zn receives an important contri-
bution of neutrino winds during SNe explosions of massive stars.
Nevertheless, the dispersion in these correlations is too high to
draw any firm conclusion.

4.3. Ratio of heavy-s to light-s elements

The main component of the s-process produced in low-mass
AGB stars (1.3 M� .M . 3.5 M�) reproduces most of the s-only
isotopes in the solar system. The n-capture takes place in the
He intershell where 56Fe nuclei are fed by neutrons produced
in the reaction 13C(α, n)16O during the interpulse phase of ther-
mally pulsing AGB stars (TP-AGB; e.g. Travaglio et al. 2004a).
This reaction releases a low neutron density (<108 n/cm3) and

Fig. 17. Several abundance ratios for stars with Teff > 5300 K and
S/N> 100. Symbols as in Fig. 10.

needs a lower temperature than the 22Ne(α, n)25Mg reaction
(e.g. Travaglio et al. 2004a; Fishlock et al. 2014; Bisterzo et al.
2016), which is only partially activated during the convective
thermal pulses in this kind of stars. Also, the elements produced
in this way may depend on the size of the 13C pocket (e.g.
Bisterzo et al. 2014), a 13C rich region created by proton cap-
ture of 12C during the different third dredge-up mixing episodes.
Light-s elements are created first and as the neutron exposure
increases, the second-peak group is created. For more massive
AGB stars, M & 4–8 M�, (and at halo metallicities) there is a
higher amount of primary 22Ne which sets off the second reac-
tion, while the neutron source by the 13C reaction is lower, due
to the smaller 13C pocket size of these stars. In the 22Ne reac-
tion the density of neutrons is much higher (>1011 n/cm3), trig-
gering an overproduction of neutron-rich isotopes such as 86Kr,
87Rb, and 96Zr. However, the contribution of intermediate-mass
AGB stars to heavy-s elements is not significant because their
He-intershell is one order of magnitude smaller than in low-
mass AGB stars with an uncertain formation of the 13C pocket
and a less efficient third dredge-up (e.g. Bisterzo et al. 2016).
Moreover, the neutron exposure of the 22Ne reaction is lower,
and thus a smaller quantity of s-elements is expected, espe-
cially the heavier ones (e.g. Cristallo et al. 2015b). Nevertheless,
intermediate-mass AGB stars can supply up to 10% to light-s el-
ements (Travaglio et al. 2004a).

Low-mass AGB stars produce a higher proportion of heavy-s
with respect to light-s elements (evaluated with the ratio [hs/ls])
at solar metallicities and below (e.g. Karakas & Lugaro 2016).
This can be seen in Fig. 18 where we show the ratios of the
three light-s elements with respect to Ba, a heavy-s element. At
metallicities lower than solar, thin disc stars show negative ra-
tios, that is, they have higher abundances of the heavy-s element
Ba. However, for a given [Fe/H], thick disc stars have less Ba
with respect to light-s (lower [hs/ls]) than thin disc stars. This
trend is probably produced because thick disc stars are older and
at their time of formation less low-mass AGB stars (which evolve
more slowly than intermediate-mass AGBs) have contributed to
the ISM enrichment where they were formed. On the other hand,
at super-solar metallicities light-s elements with respect to Ba
show an increasing trend with metallicity, very clear for [Y/Ba].
This might be caused by the contribution of metal-rich AGB
stars which provide higher abundances of light-s elements such
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Fig. 18. Abundance ratios of light-s elements with respect to the heavy-
s element Ba as a function of [Fe/H] for stars with Teff> 5300 K and
S/N > 100. Symbols as in Fig. 10.

as Y and Sr than heavy-s elements like Ba or Ce (see Fig. 10 in
Karakas & Lugaro 2016).

This behaviour can also be observed by evaluating the ra-
tio of heavy-s to light-s in Fig. 19. In this plot hs is the av-
erage abundance of Ba, Ce, and Nd,12 while ls is the average
abundance of Sr, Y, and Zr. This ratio is rather flat for thin disc
stars at low [Fe/H], but has a maximum at [Fe/H]∼ –0.4 dex
where it starts to decline towards higher metallicities. It is also at
[Fe/H]∼ –0.5 dex where the production of light-s elements such
as Y in low-mass AGB stars begins to be higher than Ba as the
metallicity increases (see Fig. 1 in Travaglio et al. 2004a). As
the metallicity decreases there is a higher number of neutrons
available per Fe seed; the higher neutron density allows for the
build-up of heavier elements and the [hs/ls] ratio is expected to
increase as the metallicity diminishes (e.g. Busso et al. 1999). As

12 A similar plot can be obtained if only Ba and Ce are considered as
heavy-s, with [hs/ls] ratios slightly shifted towards lower values for thick
disc stars. In this case, only a very small fraction of thick disc stars
would show positive [hs/ls] values.

Fig. 19. Ratios of heavy-s to light-s as a function of [Fe/H] for stars with
Teff> 5300 K and S/N > 100. Symbols as in Fig. 10. The blue, green,
and black lines are AGB models of 2 M�, 3 M�, and 6 M�, respectively,
from Cristallo et al. (2015b). The long-dashed lines are polynomial fits
to the different populations.

the metallicity decreases further, the [hs/ls] ratio reaches a maxi-
mum around [Fe/H] = –1 dex (only one of our halo stars shows a
high value at this metallicity), due to the progressive build-up of
the third s-peak at Pb, which becomes dominant over the ls and
hs production (e.g. Travaglio et al. 2004a).

The rise of [hs/ls] towards lower metallicities is very clear
for thin disc stars; however, thick disc stars present the oppo-
site trend: decreasing [hs/ls] with decreasing [Fe/H]. This sug-
gests that low-mass AGB stars are not the only important con-
tribution to s-elements of thick disc stars. Interestingly, most
of the hαmr stars seem to follow the trend of thick disc stars
(which starts from subsolar ratios up to [Fe/H]∼ –0.4 dex, and
continues with super-solar ratios as the metallicity increases)
and they present higher [hs/ls] on average than thin disc stars at
super-solar metallicities. The overabundance of light-s elements
with respect to heavy-s elements was noted by Travaglio et al.
(2004a), but at lower metallicities than the values found here for
our thick disc stars. Battistini & Bensby (2016) also find high
abundances of Sr and Zr at [Fe/H]∼ –0.5 dex. This overabun-
dance of light-s elements could not be atributed to the r-process
or the standard weak s-process, so Travaglio et al. (2004a) pro-
posed that an extra source of primary s-process production was
contributing to light-s elements at low metallicities and they
called it the Lighter Element Primary Process (LEPP). In recent
works, based on the analysis of s-only isotopes, Bisterzo et al.
(2014, 2016) also claimed the existence of an unknown s-process
contribution to explain the solar abundances of light-s elements.
In addition, Pignatari et al. (2013) proposed that a cs-component
(“cold” C-burning component) could produce the missing light-s
elements through the 13C(α, n)16O reaction in massive stars (in
contrast to the expected 22Ne source), explaining (at least par-
tially) the LEPP signature proposed by Travaglio et al. (2004a).
On the other hand, by increasing the size of the 13C pocket the
models of Trippella et al. (2014) would not require the contribu-
tion from a LEPP. Moreover, Cristallo et al. (2015a) found that
the LEPP is not completely necessary to explain the solar com-
position of s-only isotopes when considering other aspects in
their models such as rotation or star formation rate uncertain-
ties. Indeed, our [hs/ls] trend for thick disc stars resembles that
of intermediate-mass AGB yields (5–6 M�) by Cristallo et al.
(2015b), thus suggesting that the s-process production of our
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thick disc stars is dominated by intermediate-mass instead of
low-mass AGB stars. On the contrary, this missing component of
light-s elements might be explained by the contribution of mas-
sive stars which can reach up to 30% as shown in Pignatari et al.
(2010). In a recent work, Bisterzo et al. (2017) reports that by
including the contribution of fast-rotating metal-poor stars to the
weak s-process (using the yields from Frischknecht et al. 2016)
the solar abundances of Sr-Y-Zr can be increased, which could
partially account for the solar LEPP. However, the inclusion of
these yields has a major effect on the abundances of light-s at
very low metallicities, as previously reported by Cescutti et al.
(2013). Nevertheless, Bisterzo et al. (2017) point to the necessity
of a combination of different r- and s-process to totally account
for the solar and the metal-poor LEPP. The study of other pop-
ulations in the Galaxy and the late major improvements in GCE
models will help to understand this issue in the future.

5. Summary

In this work we present a detailed and homogeneous study of
chemical abundances of Cu, Zn, Sr, Y, Zr, Ba, Ce, Nd, and Eu
for the HARPS-GTO sample which complements our previous
studies on Li, C, O, iron-peak, and α elements in a homogeneous
way. One of the advantages of this high-quality volume-limited
sample is that it allows the GCE to be studied at high metal-
licities since it contains a high number of metal-rich stars. The
purpose of this work is to evaluate the production and evolution
of neutron-capture elements in the different populations of the
Galaxy: thin disc, thick disc, and hαmr stars. Our main discov-
eries and conclusions are the following:

– For the thin disc population we find mostly flat trends up to
solar metallicity for Zr, Ce, and Nd, while Sr, Y, and Ba show
slightly rising abundances as [Fe/H] increases with maxi-
mum values around solar metallicity. Then, the trend changes
and the abundances decrease with higher metallicities, with
Zr, Ba, and Nd showing steeper declines. On the contrary,
Cu presents a flat trend up to solar metallicity and then con-
tinuously increases reaching a maximum [Cu/Fe]∼ 0.3 at
[Fe/H]∼ 0.4 dex; instead, Zn remains practically flat at all
[Fe/H] and Eu shows a continuous lowering trend as [Fe/H]
increases. When comparing our observations of heavy-s
and light-s elements with GCE models from Bisterzo et al.
(2017) we observe that the general trends of thin disc stars
are well reproduced, but our maximum abundances are de-
layed by 0.2–0.3 dex with respect to the models. On the other
hand, the Cu and Zn increases along [Fe/H] for thin disc stars
can be reproduced by the models of Romano et al. (2010)
considering normal SNe II yields.

– Thick disc stars present disjunct abundances for Zn and Eu,
resembling the behaviour of α elements, although Zn re-
mains mostly flat in our [Fe/H] range. The elements Eu and
Zr present steeper lowering trends of abundances towards
higher metallicities, whereas Cu shows a steep increase as
[Fe/H] rises. The abundances of Y and Ba for thick disc stars
are mainly subsolar; Ce and Sr present close to solar abun-
dances on average; and Zn, Zr, Nd, and Eu show super-solar
abundances for most of the thick disc stars. The K-S tests re-
ject the hypothesis that the abundances of thick disc stars and
thin disc stars at [Fe/H]< –0.2 dex belong to the same parent
population for Zn, Zr, Ba, and Eu. In general, none of the
GCE models tested here can match the observations of thick
stars except for Cu. However, we note that the low number

of thick disc stars at [Fe/H]< –0.8 dex in our sample might
be producing different trends than expected.

– We find that the hαmr stars show clear different abundances
of Cu, Zn, Y, Ba, Nd, and Eu when compared to the thin
disc stars, further supporting the different chemical enrich-
ment of this population first discovered by (Adibekyan et al.
2011). The abundances of Cu, Zn, Nd, and Eu are higher
when compared to thin disc stars at the same [Fe/H], whereas
the abundances of Ba and Y are lower on average. We have
performed K-S tests that confirm this behaviour; Cu and Zn
show the highest distance between the two populations.

– By comparing the pure r element Eu with the heavy-s ele-
ments we can see how at lower metallicities the earlier pro-
duction of r-process elements by massive stars provides high
[Eu/Ba] and [Eu/Ce] since Ba and Ce do not receive a ma-
jor contribution of r-process in our metallicity range. On the
other hand, the [Eu/Nd] ratio is less steep because 50% of Nd
is produced by the r-process. We also find that the [Eu/O] ra-
tio is negative at lower metallicities and increases slightly
to become flat at [Fe/H]∼ –0 dex. This trend shows that the
masses of SNe progenitors producing O are higher than those
producing Eu (Travaglio et al. 1999). Moreover, the steeper
and more negative trends of [Y/O] and [Ba/O] agree with
the production of these elements by AGB stars since they
have longer lifetimes than the massive stars contributing to
Eu and O.

– We find that for the thin disc stars the ratio [hs/ls] shows
the expected behaviour of increasing values towards de-
creasing metallicities. This is a reflection of the higher neu-
tron exposure as the metallicity declines (more neutrons per
Fe seed), so for [Fe/H]& –0.5 dex the s-process peaks at
Sr-Y-Zr, for intermediate metallicities the s-process mainly
produces the second-peak (Ba-La-Ce-Sm-Nd) and for halo
metallicities the high neutron exposure allows for the forma-
tion of Pb, the heaviest s-process element. However, the thick
disc population presents negative [hs/ls] supporting previ-
ous findings of a missing contribution for light-s elements
at low metallicities (Travaglio et al. 2004a), which explains
the higher than expected abundances of elements such as Sr,
Y, and Zr. Nevertheless, we show that the low [hs/ls] of our
thick disc might be explained with yields of intermediate-
mass AGB stars (Cristallo et al. 2015b) instead of the ma-
jor expected contribution from low-mass AGB stars. Fi-
nally, we also find an increase in light-s abundances with
respect to heavy-s at super-solar metallicities which might
be produced by the contribution of metal-rich AGB stars
(Karakas & Lugaro 2016). Interestingly, hαmr stars mostly
present positive [hs/ls] ratios, whereas thin disc stars at simi-
lar [Fe/H] are spread at positive and negative ratios.

Our work demonstrates that even in the era of very large sur-
veys, homogeneous and high-precision data of relatively small
samples – even though this is probably the largest of its kind
– can provide very important insights for our understanding of
stellar nucleosynthesis and Galactic chemical evolution.
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Appendix A: Additional figure

Fig. A.1. Final [X/Fe] ratios as a function of [Fe/H] for the full sample. The different stellar populations are depicted with different colours and
symbols as explained in the legend. The green bigger triangle is the s-enriched star HD 11397. For Cu and Zn we overplot the GCE models 1,
4, and 5 (green, blue, and black lines, respectively) from Romano et al. (2010). For the rest of the elements we show the GCE models from
Bisterzo et al. (2017) for the thin disc (black lines) and the thick disc (red dashed lines).
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